
WHY NO MOVEMENT 
ON THE STORM DRAINAGE? 

THIS AFFECTS THE HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE OF OUR RESIDENTS? 

A year ago, we mentioned that the underground infrastructure is over 30 years old, has been 

neglected and is in dire need of repair, at a very costly price. We have brought this to the 

attention of the club on many occasions for the last two years and nothing was done about it. 

Read: Jan 20, 2018 The aging infrastructure.  Instead of the POA and the Country Club Board 

concentrating on the importance of the issue and the potential flooding of our community, (as 

well as the homes of resident members) we wasted money and time on “Trap gates”, Speeding 

surveys, punishments for speeders, 5 year strategic plans spending $8 million dollars and so 

many other unimportant issues compared to the potential disaster to our homes due to 

flooding.  Instead of concentrating on the all-important construction, we spend money on 

landscaping the media in fronting the club entrance at a cost of $85,000 dollars. We engaged 

“Shenandoah” a specialty construction company for underground infrastructures (Delaire Job 

# 10371), and then disavowed them.  Now apparently duplicating the study already done with 

another. At the POA Board meeting of 3/11/2018 this writer cautioned the POA board that 

“time is of the essence” with the hurricane season almost on top of us. Nothing was done. At 

the 5/13/2019 POA board meeting I questioned a new study.  

Read the Shenandoah inspection results, done in April, 2018. 

We need professionals to run our businesses, both at the POA and the Country Club. This 

issue is not just a POA issue it is a community issue, a Country Club issue as well. It is an 

essential leadership issue, we are without leadership! 

A special meeting of the board was set-up to discuss the all-important problem and approve 

phase one of the storm drainage maintenance project called for May 22 at 4:00 PM. It was 

cancelled without giving a reason. More dillydallying and still no decision and the “Hurricane 

Season” starts in June. This is a project that will tear-up the golf course and will require new 

major assessment, despite the POA claim that they have the funds and do not anticipate 

future assessments. The POA has no knowledge of the threat that has befallen them. We 

anticipate that the final cost will be in the area above $1 million and could even 

exceed $2 million dollars. The Resident members will have to bear the cost.   

https://www.delairegovernance.com/lwdd2
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/406479_0601e5d7bb3140f3aab3cb5bdc60d27a.pdf


Read: Who is to blame for Delaire’s troubles?    Read: April 23 2019 Delaire Governance 

delivers the hard Facts 

 The Country Club leadership is completely in a fog about our underground piping 

infrastructure. They are oblivious to the monetary requirements. Instead of working with the 

POA and trying to get the job done in the most expedient fashion, they have their own wish 

list. The 5 year strategic plan with an estimated $8 million dollar program of their own. The 

rebuilding of our Club House, pool area, health club all just about 7 1/2 years old calling it the 

aging infrastructure. As if this was not enough of a problem they added the firing of our 

General Manager and COO of the club who has a contract that must be paid to December 31, 

2019. Does anyone ever consider that the membership cannot sustain such callous 

spending?   We have a balloon coming up to refinance the Club House within two years of $8 

million dollars. These are the issues that will affect our future which we think is bleak at this 

stage. If the members agree to the Strategic plan we will be in for another $10 million dollars. 

Ask yourselves…’who would be willing to buy a home at Delaire with all of this mess 

surrounding us?’.  No wonder houses with golf course vistas are selling for $100,000 to 

builders, not members, which creates more losses to the resident-membership, creating the 

Catch 22 generating more home abandonments.  We are down to 280 resident-members that 

are responsible for Capital Improvements and declining with each new catastrophe. Simply 

stated, with our underground infrastructure collapsing, firing our General Manager and 

keeping him in place until we find a replacement, deteriorating morale of employees and 

members, needing new assessments for funding the storm drainage without having any 

knowledge of the final cost, Delaire is overwhelmed. That is now added to the Country Club 

Board’s request for a new $8 million-dollar spending program outlined in their 5-year 

strategic Plan. It is too much for newcomers to handle and for our declining resident 

membership to absorb. It’s high time to recognize that a Professional management team 

needs to be installed.  The volunteer member-leaders have proven that they are not capable 

of running the operation in an efficient or cost-effective manner. 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/406479_4617309fbfb140249a35ad84fc7f41d0.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/406479_b5a4536c8d6c498c8baa5553aed1a62e.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/406479_b5a4536c8d6c498c8baa5553aed1a62e.pdf

